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The concept of an order-theoretical tree is generalized to the notion of a 
multitree. The comparability graphs of multitrees are characterized and studied 
with respect to minimal path coverings. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND D*-GRAPHS 
By definition, a graph G is a D-graph (D*-graph) if for every path in G 
with edges Lo1 , 4, 1~ , ~1, [u 3, v4] the graph G also contains the edge 
Cs , ~1 01 ih , 041 (or h , ~~1). 
Wolk [lo] proved that the D-graphs can be also characterized as the 
comparability graphs of order-theoretical trees. We show in this paper 
(Section 3) that the larger class of D*-graphs is also a class of comparability 
graphs. The involved posets are denoted multitrees, and their elementary 
properties are studied in Section 2. 
In the final section, the concept of scattering number is introduced for 
finite graphs. It is shown that once the scattering numver of th.e D*-graph G 
is known, it is also known whether G is Hamiltonian connected, whether 
G contains a Hamiltian circuit, and whether G can be covered by k pairwise 
disjoint paths (k 2 1). 
2. MULTITREES 
Given a partially ordered set (V, <) and V1 , V, C V, we write V, < V, 
if q < u2 for all z)~ E V, , z)2 E V, . Further P(q) = {U E V: z, < s} and 
S(v,) = {v E v: u1 < v}. 
The poset (V, <) is called a multitree if u < v’ or S(v) - 5’(u’) < S(v) n S(U’) 
for all v, U’ E V. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (V, <) be a multitree. Then v’ < v or P(v) n P(d) < 
P(v) - P(v’) (v, v’ E V). Thus (V, <-‘) is also a multitree. 
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Proof. Let v’ < v and w E P(v) n P(v’), ~1’ E P(v) - P(v). Then 
v E S(W) n S(w’) and v’ E S(w) - S(W)‘); hence, S(w) - S(w’) < S(w) n S(w’) 
and w < w’. 
Note that v < v’ or S(v) - S(v’) = m or S(v) n S(v’) = m(v, v’ E V; 
u # v’) for an order-theoretical tree (V, ,<). 
In the following proposition (V, <) is a multitree and Z is an independent 
subset of V (i.e., vr $ v2 for different v 1 , v, E Z); further, let L(Z) = UcpI P(v) 
and [v] = (v’ E L(Z): S(v) n Z = S(d) n I>. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The set 9(Z) = ([ ] v : v E L(Z)) is, with respect to the 
induced relation <, an order-theoretical tree. For difSerent [v,], [v.J E 9(Z) 
the three relations [vl] ,< [v,], v1 < v2 , S(v,) n I> S(Q) n I are equivalent. 
Proof. I. Suppose we are given x E S(v,) n S(v,) n Z and y ES(V~) n 
I - S(v,). By definition, we have v1 < v2 and hence S(v,) _C S(v,). Thus for 
arbitrary u1 , vz E L(Z) we have S(v,) n I C S(v,) n I or S(v,) n I2 S(v,) n Z 
or S(v,) n S(Q) n Z = m. In addition, the equivalence in the proposition is 
proved. 
II. Suppose vi < v. E L(Z) (i = 1,2). Then S(Q) n I2 S(Q) n S(v,) n Z 
and, by I, [vl] = [uJ or v1 d v2 or u2 d v1 . 
An analogous statement can be made with respect to U(Z) = UuCl S(v). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The lexicographical product of multitrees is a multitree. 
Proof. Let vj = (v$, ujz) (1 < j < 4) be elements of the lexicographical 
product (V, <) with v3 E S(v,) - S(Q), vq E S(v,) n S(v,), and v2 $ S(v,). 
Case 1. vll = vzl = us1 = vJ1. Then us2 E S(V,~) - S(V,~), vd2 E S(V,~) n S(vz2) 
and vz2 $ S(V,~), which yields vd2 E S(V,~) and vq E S(v,). 
Case 2. vll = vzl. Then us1 = vll since v8 $ S(v,). Further vJ1 = vll or 
214 E sm. 
Case 3. us1 = v21 . Then v 11 = vgl since v2 $ S(v,). 
Case 4. us1 = v41. Then v21 = v41 since v8 # S(v,). 
Case 5. vll # vzl, us1 # vzl, and us1 + v41. Then us1 E S(v,l) - S(v,l), 
vll E S(v,l) n S(v,l), and vzl 6 S(v,l). Hence u41 E S(v,l), which yields v4 E S(v,). 
The lexicographical product of o.th. trees (V, , <‘), (V2 , <“) is not an 
o.th. tree unless V, is a chain or V, independent. Thus Proposition 2.3 gives 
classes of multitrees which are not o.th. trees. 
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3. W-GRAPHS AND MULTITREES 
The comparability graph G = (V, E) of the poset (V, <) is obtained by 
joining vertices v1 # v2 in G whenever v1 9 v2 or v2 < v1 . 
Wolk [lo] proved that the class of comparability graphs of o.th. trees 
is identical with the class of D-graphs. 
THEOREM 3.1. G is the comparability graph of a multitree if and only if G 
is a D*-graph. 
We first show the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let G be the comparability graph of the poset (V, <). 
Then G is a D*-graph if and only if (V, <) is a multitree. 
Proof. I. Let G = (V, E) be the comparability graph of the multitree 
(V, <), and let v1 , v2 , v3 , oq be the vertices of a path in G. Assume [vl , v3] 6 E 
and [v, , v4] # E. Then v1 < va 3 vg < vq or v1 2 v2 < vI > vq ; hence, 
vq E S(q) or v1 E S(v,). Thus G is a D*-graph. 
II. Let the D*-graph G = (V, E) be a comparability graph of the 
poset (V, <) and let vQ E: S(v,) - S(v,), vq E S(q) n S(Q), v1 6 v2 . Then 
v8 $ vg and v2 4 v1 . Hence in case v3 $ v4 we would have a path in G with 
vertices v8 , vl, vq, v2 and [v, , v,], [vl , v,], [v, , v3] #E. This shows that 
(V, <) is a multitree. 
From Proposition 3.2 and the characterizations of the comparability 
graphs of posets [4], [5], Theorem 3.1 may now be deduced. We give a direct 
proof for the finite case of Theorem 3.1 which is based on the following 
lemma; we also need this lemma in the next section. The infinite case may 
then be derived by means of standard compactness arguments. 
Given a graph G = (V, E) and WC V, let G-W denote the maximal 
subgraph of G with set of vertices V-W; for w  E W let V(w) denote the 
set of components of G-W containing a neighbor of M’, and [MJ] = 
{w' E w: I = %yw')>. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G = (V, E) be a De-graph and WC V with 1 g(w)] 3 2 
for all w f W. Then for all w, w’ E W, 
(1) w  is joined to every vertex of H E U(w), 
(2) V(w) C %(w’) or %?(w’) C Q?(w) or g(w) n %(w’) = ~3, 
(3) [w, w’] E E or Q?(w) n @(w’) = .@ or V(w) = %‘(w’), 
(4) [w, w’] 6 E or V(w) C %?(w’) or V(w’) _C e(w). 
ProoJ I. Let w  E W and v, v’ vertices of HE 9?(w) with [w, v], [v, v’] E E. 
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We can choose H1 E U(w), Hl # H and a vertex v1 in Hl with [~a, u,] E E. 
Since v’, v, w, vl , define a path we have [w, v’] E E. This proves (I). 
II. Let HE U(w) - 97(d), HI E g(w) n @T(d) and H’ E g(w’). We 
choose vertices v, v1 , v’ in H, Hl , H’, respectively. By (1), the vertices 
v, w, vr , M” define a path in G which yields [w, w’] E E. Again by (I), the 
vertices v, w, w’, u’ define a path in G which yields [MJ, v’] E E and H’ E v(w). 
This proves (3) and (2). 
III. Let [MI, w’] E E. We choose vertices u of HE g(w), v’ of 
H’ E U(w’) - %7(w) and obtain a path with vertices u, w, w’, v’. Now [v, w’] E E 
or [w, v’] E E; hence, g(w) n %‘(w’) f o. By (2) we obtain (4). 
If we set [wJ < [wz] whenever %?(+) I %(wJ then {[w]: w ES} with the 
relation < is an o.th. tree and anti-isomorphic to (9?(w): w E S> with respect to 
inclusion. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (finite case). In view of Proposition 3.2, we need 
only show that every finite D*-graph (V, E) is a comparability graph of a 
suitably chosen partial order < on V. We proceed by induction on / V /. 
Let I be a maximal independent subset of V and V, be the set of v E V 
having no neighbors in I - {x} (x E I). Since G is a D*-graph there is no 
edge joining V, , V, (x, y E I, x # y). We may assume 1 I j > 2 and apply 
Lemma 3.3 with W = V - &, V, . On V, (X E 1) and [w] (w E W) we choose 
partial orders with comparability’ graph G - (V - V,> and G - (V - [w]) 
by using the induction hypothesis. For [w, w’] E E with w, kv’ E W and 
[w] # [w’] the lemma gives q(w) C U(w’) or q(w) r) q(w’); we put )1/ < w’ 
if ‘Z(w) 3 %(w’); for [w, v] E E with w E W, v E V - W we put w < v. We 
need only show that the resulting relation < on V is transitive. Let a < b 
and b < c. 
Case 1. a, b, c E W. Then U(a) 3_ g(b) 3_ %7(c) and hence [a] = [b] -= EC] 
or %‘(a) 1 ‘F(c). If %?(a) 3 e’(c) then [a, c] E E by the lemma and a < c, by 
definition. 
Case2. bEW,cEV-W.ThencisavertexofHE%?(b)andaEW, 
U(a) 1%7(b). Hence [a, c] E E by the lemma and a < c, by definition. 
Case 3. a E W, b E V - W. Then b, c are vertices of HE %?(a). Hence 
[a, c] E E and a < c. 
Case 4. In the remaining case a, b, c are vertices of the same component 
ofG- W. 
The above-described recursion works whenever we have a set WC V 
with j Q?(w)] 2 2 for all w E W. 
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4. SCATTERING NUMBER AND PATH COVERIWGS OF FINITE GRAPHS 
For the finite graph G = (V, E) we call s(G) = max(c(G - S) - / S i: 
S C V and c(G - S) # 1) the scattering number of G where c(G - S) denotes 
the number of components of G - S; a set S C Vwith c(G - S) - 1 S 1 = s(G) 
and c(G - S) f 1 is called a scattering set of G. For a scattering set S of the 
noncomplete graph G = (V, E) obviously / w(w)/ 2 2 (w E S). 
The scattering number s(G) is in a certain sense the “additive dual” for 
the concept of toughness t(G) = min(/ S l/c(G - S): SC Vand c(G - S) # l), 
introduced by Chvatal in [2]. 
For certain graphs G the scattering number is the minimal number r,,(G) 
of disjoint paths which cover the vertices of G (see [3, 8, 91). 
Skupien described [9] an algorithm which computes r,(G) for a forest G, 
i.e., a graph without circuits. The proof of the following theorem is closely 
related to this algorithm. 
THEOREM 4.1. m,(G) = max(1, s(G)) for euery forest G = (V, E). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on 1 E /. We need only consider the case 
that G is connected and that there is at least one vertex v with valency 
&(zi) I 3. Next we determine a maximal (with respect to continuation on 
either side ) path P having terminal vertices q , v2 with d,(q) 2 3, d&,) 2 3. 
If z)~ = v2 then s(G) = &(v,) - 1 = r,,(G). In the case v1 f 21% let e, be the 
first edge on P. The forest (V, E - {el)) has two components Ti = (Vi , Ei> 
(i = 1,2). Let v1 E V1 . Then s(G) 2 d,(q) - 2 + s(TJ and by induction 
hypothesis, r,(G) 5 dc(vl) - 2 + s(T,). Hence no(G) = s(G). 
Before we study the meaning of s(G) for D*-graphs we state a result 
concerning scattering sets of D*-graphs. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let T, U be dz@rent scattering sets of the D*-graph 
G = (V, E). Then either 
(i) T v U = V, or 
(ii) T v U and T n U are also scattering sets of G. 
Proof. Let the notions %7(w), [w] refer to T (w E T). We assume U $ T. 
Then there is a component H’ = (V’, E’) of G - U with V’ n T + o. 
We choose U(w,) maximal among g(w) (w E T n V’). Let TO = (w E T: 
q(w) C %?(wO)) and let U, be the set of vertices belonging to some HE U(w,). 
Case 1. There is a component H” = (V”, E”) of G - U with 
V” n ([w,,] - V’) # m. Let n(T) and n(U) be the number of components of 
G - T and G - U, further n, is the number of components of G - U 
containing at least one vertex of [cvO]. If a vertex x E V - [wO] is joined to 
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some w  E [w,,] then, by Lemma 3.3, vertex x is joined to every UJ E [w,,] 
and hence belongs to U. We infer U, u TO - [w,] C U and V’ u V” _C [IQ,,]. 
Further, a component H, = (V,, , E,,) E U(w,) is joined only to vertices of 
U u [w,] since a vertex w  E T - TO with g(w) 3 +9(w0) belongs to U. We 
therefore obtain 
c(G - (U U [wo] - Uo)) = ti( u) - no -I / I/ 2 1 @'(wo)I. 
This implies j U U [w,,] - U, / 4 / U i - lzo + j g(wo)i since U is a scattering 
set of G. Hence 
I [wol - u I + no 2 1 uo 1 + I qwo)I. (“> 
On the other hand, c(G - (T - To)) = c(G - T) - 1 9?(wo)I + 1 since a 
component H of G - T with H $ U(w,) is not joined to To . This implies 
c(G - (T - To)) = 1 or I T - To / 2 1 T / - / U(w,)I + 1 since T is a 
scattering set. In view of (*), ~1~ 5 / [wo]/ 5 1 To j and 1 U, i 2 I %Y(wo)l, 
the latter inequality is impossible. Consequently, U, = V - T which is 
equivalent to / 9Z(wo)l = n(T). Therefore V - UC [wJ C T, which is equiv- 
alent to no = n(U). Note that c(G - (U n 7’)) = 1. 
Case 2. [w,] - V’ C U. Then U, u To C V’ U U and c(G - U) = 
c(G - (U - U, - To)), by Lemma 3.3. We deduce U, u T,, C V’, since 
U is a scattering set of G. Thus U, u To = V’, by Lemma 3.3 and the choice 
of w. . For a subset WC v’ holds c(H’ - W) 5 j W 1 + 1, in particular, 
c(H’ - To) = j %(w,)I 2 j To j + 1. On the other hand, c(G - (T - To)) = 
c(G - T) - I U(w,)I + 1 2 2 yields ! T - To I 2 j T 1 - j %?(wo)l + I. This 
proves c(H’ - T,,) = / To I + 1, c(G - (To U U)) = c(G - U) + / To /, and 
c(G-(T-T,,))=c(G-T)-jToI.HenceT’=T-ToandU’=UuTO 
are scattering sets of G. Now 0 # U, C V - (T U U), T U U = T’ U U’, 
T n U = T’ n 17, and the proposition follows by iteration. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let S, ) S, )...) S, be all maximal scattering sets of the 
D*-graph G = (V, E). For i = 1, 2 ,..., N there is a unique minimal scattering set 
Si’ _C & . Further, &’ U S,’ = V (1 5 i < ,j 2 n) ands(G) 5 ((2 - n)/n) / V 1. 
Proof. Let T, U be minimal scattering sets of G. If T v U # V, then 
T = U by Proposition 4.2. Let g(w), [w] refer to S, , and let g(w,) be maximal 
among V(w) (w E S,). Then V - S, 2 [w,] and ! %‘(w,)l = n(S,) (Case 1 of 
the foregoing proof). Consequently, T _C S, n S, is impossible since otherwise 
[w,] _C T _C S, . Since xi”=, / V - Si / 5 / V / and c(G - SJ 5 ) V - Si /, the 
equation ns(G) = Cy=, c(G - SJ - I Si I yields w(G) S (2 - n) j V I. 
Arditti and Cori [l] gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
D-graph G to be Hamiltonian. For arbitrary graphs G the condition s(G) 5 0 
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(equivalent t(G) 2 I ; see [2]) is necessary for G to be Hamiltonian. It turns 
out that s(G) 2 0 is another necessary and sufficient condition for a D-graph 
to be Hamiltonian. 
A graph is called Hamiltonian-connected if for any two different vertices 
there is a Hamiltonian path joining these vertices. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let G = (V, E) be a D*-graph. Then 
(1) G has a Humiltonianpath if and only if s(G) 2 1, 
(2) G is Hamiltonian if and only ifs(G) 5 0 and j V 1 2 3, 
(3) G is Hamiltonian-connected if and only ifs(G) < 0. 
As a generalization of (1) in Theorem 4.4 we have: 
THEOREM 4.5. n,(G) = max(1, s(G)) for every D*-graph G. 
The “only if” parts in Theorem 4.4 and no(G) 2 max(1, s(G)) are obvious 
and hold for arbitrary graphs. 
Claim. Let S be a maximum scattering set of the D*-graph G = (V, E) 
and v1 , v2 E V, v1 # v2 . Then V can be covered by max(l, s(G)) disjoint 
paths such that in case v1 $ S or s(G) 5 0, the vertex v1 is a terminal vertex 
of one of these paths; in case s(G) < 0, the path joins v1 and v2 . 
Both theorems follow from the claim. This is obvious except for (2) in 
Theorem 4.4. To show that (2) in Theorem 4.4 follows from the claim 
we choose a maximal scattering set S of G and U(w,) maximal among ‘8?(w) 
(w E S). We may assume s(G) = 0. Then G is connected and hence Lemma 3.3 
implies that w,, is joined to every v E V - S. Since s(G - wO) 2 1, there is a 
path P in G - wg covering V - (urO>. Now c(G - S) = / S - (w,)[ + 1, and 
consequently both terminal vertices of P are elements of V - 51’. 
Proof of the claim. We proceed by induction on 1 V /. If G has components 
Gi = (Vi , EJ (1 5 i 5 n) with n 2 2 then s(G) = x7_, max(1, s(GJ). 
In the case when v1 E V, - S, s(G,) > 0 the set S n VI is a maxirnal scattering 
set of G1 . Thus we may assume in what follows that G is connected. Further 
we assume that G is not a complete graph. Let %‘(w,J be maximal among U(w) 
(w ES), and [w,] = V, . 
Case 1. s(G) 2 0. Then S - {wO} is a maximal scattering set of G - w0 . 
Hence we can cover G - w,, by s(G) + I disjoint paths such that in case 
v1 6 S one of these paths has terminal vertex u1 . In any case, all terminal 
vertices of the paths are in V - S. Since w,, is joined to every v E V - V,, 
we are left with the subcase s(G) = 0, v1 E S. We choose a neighbor vl’ of v1 
with Do’ E V - S. Then S - {vl) is a maximal scattering set of G - vl 
and hence G - v1 has a Hamiltonian path with end point vl’. 
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Case 2. s(G) < -1. We choose a neighbor v,’ of v, with ul’ # vz . 
There is a Hamiltonian path in G - u1 joining vl’ and v2 . 
Case 3. s(G) = -1 and u1 , v2 E V, . Then s(G - {ul , uJ) = 1 and 
there is a Hamiltonian path in G - {vl , vz}. This path has end points in 
v - s. 
Case4. s(G)=--1 and [VOII~V-VO/. Let G,=G-(V-V,,). 
Since s(G,,) - / V - V. j 2 s(G) there is a covering of G, by at most 
I V - V, 1 - 1 disjoint paths. If zrl , v2 E V - V,, we choose a covering 9 
withI-~~=~V-Vol-l.l[fv,~V,,v,~V-VY,,wechooseacovering 
F with / 9 j = I V - V, I such that v1 is a terminal vertex of one of the 
paths. In both subcases we can construct from 9 a Hamiltonian path of G 
joining v1 , v2 by using the element of V - V, as links. 
Case 5. There is a subset W,, C V, and a Hamiltonian path P in G - W. 
with terminal vertices v1 , v2 . We assume / V, 1 < 1 V - V,, / (see Case 4) 
and W, f m . Then there are subsequent vertices on P which are elements of 
V - V,, since otherwise 1 V,, 1 - I Wol Z((i VI -1 W,l - 1)/2. Hence we 
can insert a vertex w,,’ E W, into P. By iteration we construct a Hamiltonian 
path of G joining v1 , v2 . 
Case 6. s(G) = -1 and u1 E V. . Then there is a Hamiltonian path P in 
G - v1 joining wO’, v2 . We may assume wO’ E V, . Since S - (vl} is a scattering 
set of G - v1 , the successor of wO’ on P is element of V - V,, . Substituting 
1.~~’ on P by v1 we arrive at Case 5 (W, = {w,‘}). 
Case 7. s(G) = -1 and v1 , 2 v E V - V, . Then there is a Hamiltonian 
path P in G - wO with end points vl, w,,‘. Let x be the last vertex on P 
before v2 with x $ V. , and let y be the last vertex on P with y $ V. . Now 
P[v, , x], wO , P-[ y, v,] define a path P’ such that every v E V ~ V. is a 
member of P. This situation was dealt with under Case 5. 
Now all possible cases are covered. Hence the claim, Theorem 4.4, and 
Theorem 4.5 are proved. 
Note added in proof: D*-graphs were independently and along different lines studied 
under the name of HD-graphs by D. P. Sumner, Dacey graphs, J. Amt. Math. Sot. 18 
(1974), 492-502. 
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